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I F T HESE W ALLS C OULD S PEAK
E RIC B RANDAN B LIND
Uncovering layers of history is often used as a metaphor for the stratigraphic excavation of cultural depositions. Recent investigations
of the venerable Officers’ Club at the Presidio of San Francisco demonstrate how this metaphor also works for the stratigraphic
deconstruction of cultural layers applied to the facades of an old adobe building. The applied cultural layers - literally walls upon
walls, floors upon floors, roofs upon roofs - detail approximately two centuries of occupation and modification under three national
flags. The layers reflect both the tangible material changes in culture as well as infer intangible aspects of culture change.

T

he walls referred to in the title are adobe, or
made of adobe bricks. Adobe can generally
refer to any structure built of unfired earth, but
for these particular adobe walls, built with cast, sundried mud bricks. The various traditions of adobe
architecture provide relatively simple, economical, and
thermally efficient buildings in arid climates and is
often considered being vernacular – in that it has been
adaptable to the traditions, materials, and images of
differing regions or cultures.

Adobe architectural practices are widely thought to
have originated in and around Egypt then having spread
in major and minor movements. Some major western
movements being a rapid spread across North Africa
and into the Iberian Peninsula with the Islamic
advancement of the 8 th Century, or, after the
Reconquista, the expansive Spanish Colonization of the
Americas during the 16th Century [although both the
Muslims and Spanish encountered endemic adobe
traditions in arid regions of Iberia and America]. A minor
subsequent movement occurred during the Pacific
expansion of the Spanish Colonies in North America
when adobe architecture was introduced to Alta
California - as far north as San Francisco Bay.
In the 18th Century, colonists for Spain settled on
San Francisco peninsula to recreate and reuse two
institutions: a presidio to guard the region and a mission
to convert and involve native populations in the
colonial system. Quadrangular adobe brick structural
complexes were erected by colonial and native labor
forces. Most of these structures were removed during
the urban and military development of the northern San
Francisco peninsula. Two structures are extant: the
Mission Chapel and the Presidio Officers’ Club. They
remain as silent witnesses to the ensuing cultural
transformations and regional development.

Currently two projects are underway to better
understand these two structures. At the Mission Chapel,
artist Ben Wood and I are in the process of photodocumenting an early mural painting. It’s an artistic
collaboration between Indians and Missionaries, which
decorated the Chapel wall behind the altar, most likely
created for the Chapel dedication in 1791. The mural
has been hidden behind an ornate, baroque sculptural
facade – called a reredos – shipped from Mexico that has
been the altar backdrop since 1796. For more
information: www.missiondoloresmural.com. At the
Officers’ Club, Tony Crosby, Sannie Osborn, Vance
Benté, Leo Barker, Megan Wilkinson and I are
undertaking a condition assessment of the original—
still functional—adobe walls obscured beneath many
subsequent facades each superposed upon the others.
For more information see the SCA Newsletter, March
2004.
The additional layers and inherent transformation
of both structures’ material and image reflect the
vernacular of the two institutions: such as the rigorous
symbolic control of the Catholic Church and the technoeconomic progress of the military.
For this paper, I will focus on the Officers’ Club—a
brief history and some preliminary interpretations.

CONSTRUCTION
The adobe portions of the current structure were
once incorporated as part of the larger quadrangular
defensive complex built by colonial and native labor
(Figure 1). It was intended to be a seamless fortification
of mostly domestic units made from thick adobe brick
walls. Although the construction history infers that the
construction was far from seamless, the Officers’ Club
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Figure 1: Artist’s rendering of el Presidio de San Francisco based on plans from 1792.
Officers’ Club location would be to the right of the 1 ½ story Chapel at center. Image courtesy of the National Park Service.

would have historically been a bank of rooms along the
southern wing, not the stand alone structure it appears
as today. However, times and circumstances have
changed and the building has been adapted to new and
different situations.
The beginning of this structure’s history is a bit of a
mystery. US Army signage describes it as “the oldest
building in San Francisco, erected in 1776 as part of the
Presidio.” Further examination of the historic and
archaeologic contextual records inferred that this
structure was not original but reconstructed during a
major rebuilding effort—in 1815—of the entire
complex. This rebuild was a delayed but concerted
response to the destruction incurred during a series of
earthquakes in 1812. Contrary to this inference is a
historical account recently revealed during the
background research phase of this project. Unpublished
notes of historic data gathered and compiled by the
Federal Writer’s Project—working on the WPA era
‘American Guide Series’ San Francisco noted that
“during the earthquakes of 1812, practically all the
buildings and walls of the stockade were demolished…
the present Officers’ Club withstood the shock and only
sustained minor injuries…” unfortunately this assertion
is unreferenced and difficult to corroborate with

existing documentation. In addition to this curiosity,
recent archaeological evidence has also piqued
curiosity as to the age of the building. There is a
prepared packed clay floor related to the building’s
earliest occupation. Initial excavations below this floor
level so far reveal culturally sterile substrata –
confounding the notion of a reconstruction occurring
decades after the initial occupation. Further testing and
analysis will be needed to disprove one of these
competing hypotheses and clarify the age of the
building.

FUNCTION
Plans for the initial construction in 1776 indicate
that along the western side of the quadrangle’s southern
face was to be built the Commandante’s house. By 1792
the buildings in that location are indicated to be
soldier’s quarters. From this information and the overall
predominance of domestic structures throughout the
Presidio, we can infer an early domestic use of the
structure, and if functional layouts from the Spanish
period held true throughout and into the Mexican era,
then we can assume the structure housed up to 6 soldiers
and their families for most of its Hispanic past.
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Although a few caretakers were assigned to the
Presidio after the garrison was repositioned north into
Sonoma Barracks, the buildings were more or less
abandoned from 1835 till 1847. As the US Army moved
to occupy the Presidio, the old adobe buildings were
reused mostly in their former capacities. This structure
was employed as Officers’ Quarters—much to the
consternation of the occupying officers. These officers
repeated complaints through documented channels of
dank conditions, poor ventilation, dust in the summer,
mud in the winter and generalized ill humor and health
effects from the old adobe building. Many of these
officers voiced their displeasure in the yearly Post
Returns to Washington D.C.
Eventually the complaining officers were relocated
to more comfortable wood frame cottages and the adobe
structure was converted into offices for the
Commanding Officer, a Court Martial Room, Witness
Chamber and a Library. It was nicknamed the
Commandancia.
By the 1880’s (Figure 2) a transverse assembly hall
would be added and the interior redesigned as the
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Officers’ Club. With substantial but mostly cosmetic
changes the function has remained largely unchanged,
although the expenditures associated with social
functions such as this Officers’ Club would greatly
increase over the years as socio-economic prominence
of the US Army in general and the Presidio in particular
expanded.

TRANSFORMS
Because of the structure’s age and continuity of
military use, the Officers’ Club has the unique potential
to allow the study of cultural transforms over time in
various military cultures, using architectural elements
as the material data.
Introduction of adobe architecture into the San
Francisco peninsula was a considerable change from
pre-colonial architectural forms with regard to both
material [mud bricks] and geometry [rectilinear]. The
material has been obscured over the years with
additional facades to the Officers’ Club and adobe as a
material has virtually disappeared. While, the basic

Figure 2: Elevation and plan views of the Officers’ Club in 1881 [then Post Headquarters]
prior to remodeling and additions. National Archives, Record Group 92.
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rectilinear shape introduced to the regional vernacular
in the 18th Century is clearly the foundation of today’s
architectural landscape.
Beyond these base elements of architecture are
applied elements – such as facades, paint, doors, wall
coverings, windows etc. – which can provide additional
data points revealing a sequence of cultural transforms.
One of the first major cultural transforms to the
building is the application of wood to the interior. This
stratigraphic sequence was first observed in the floor
elements within the building. The earlier element is
the prepared clay floor mentioned above and the
superposed one is a tongue and groove Oregon pine
flooring elevated on Redwood joists. Although
inconclusive, the date for the clay floor is sometime
within the colonial period, while considerable repairs
involving wood were not undertaken until 1883 and
culminated in the addition of a substantial transverse
hall, begun in 1885.
Based on the complaints of the early US Army
officers quartered in this adobe, I would venture to say
there was a degree of dissatisfaction and distance felt
toward the architecture and specifically the material. I
often attribute these feelings as culturally motivated
and not strictly performance related. This can also be
inferred from the structures built to house the discontent
officers once funds were made available for new
construction. The new satisfactory units were wood
frame cottages. Their former adobe residence’s
function was transformed from domestic to
administrative. Within 20 years of functioning as
Headquarters, the adobe was still unsatisfactory and in
need of wood facades. When funds became available, it
was fitted with a boxed interior of wood paneling –
walls, ceiling, and floor. The previous adobe material
was completely obscured by wood. This all gives the
appearance of a cultural predisposition, by US Army
officers toward being surrounded with architecture of
wood and a negative prejudice toward adobe.
This was an episode in a wider US Army sequence
of erasure and/or burial of the Spanish colonial
remnants. In the case of this last extant building, it
survived because it was transformed by applying
facades to the exterior and interior. By the turn of the
20th century it would have taken more than casual
observation to notice the adobe skeleton beneath the
Victorian skin. Wall thickness, in excess of 3 feet, would
have always been a giveaway that this was not wood
frame construction and something more was hiding
within the walls.

Eventually, in the 1930’s there was a regional
resurgence in adobe architectural style - not the
material itself – with Spanish Colonial Revival, Mission
Revival, and Monterey Revival Styles. During this
period the Officers’ Club Victorian façade would now
be the one eclipsed. Meant as a ‘restoration’ using New
Deal funds, in 1934 new elements meant to evoke the
forms and style of the original adobe fabric were
superposed obscuring most all previous layers.

SUMMARY
All these episodes and more have left not only
traces but substantial layers upon the walls, floors,
ceilings. These layers are sequential, have a great deal
of integrity, and reflect both the tangible material
culture changes as well as infer intangible aspects of
cultural transformation. Although the aim of our current
project is a condition assessment of the concealed
adobe, the interrelation of these stratigraphic layers has
begun at least initially. Through careful deconstruction
of these layers more elements will be revealed allowing
for more inferences concerning not only the chronology
of the structural history, but also attitudes and behaviors
that can be interpreted from these changes in material
culture.
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Figure 3: HABS photos of the Officers’ Club in 1925 [above] prior to ‘restoration’
and afterwards in 1940 [below]. Library of Congress.

Figure 4: Photo of
floor exposure in the
Officers’ Club during
investigations 2003.

